ancient Chinese art has varied due to changes in times and dynasties. Important religious figures have also played a role in the development of Chinese art. Chinese painting is one of the major art forms produced in China over the centuries. Chinese civilization is not the oldest in the world; those of Mesopotamia and Egypt are far older. While the early Western cultures died, became stagnant, or were transformed to the point of breaking all, according to Pornchai, it took him many years to master the right texture of coffee and water. If too much coffee is used, the texture will be too elastic to paint with and cause unwanted glittering flakes on the paper. James Cahill, Professor Emeritus of History of Art at UC Berkeley, observed that Chinese art also had social and moralistic functions. The earliest murals portrayed benevolent emperors, wise ministers, loyal generals, as well as their evil opposites as examples and warnings to observers. Portrait art had a similar moral function. Chinese painting is one of the oldest continuous artistic traditions in the world, and painting in the traditional style is known today in Chinese as gihu (simplified Chinese: traditional Chinese, meaning national or native).
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